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Reflections on a First Trip to
the Himalaya

Nick Barrett

An account of the Oxford University Mountaineering Club expedition to the Kishtwar
Himalaya in 1981 and the first ascents ofAgyasol (6200m) and Spire Peak (5200m).

It was as willing victims that our expedition descended from the aeroplane into
the staggering heat of an Asian night and threw itself into the twin romances of
India and Himalayan climbing. In those early days, we single handedly kept the
soft drink manufacturers in business. Now we haggled competitively for
provisions in the teeming markets, and invariably lost. Similarly, with limitless
patience we travelled all over the city making·various last minute arrangements,
and invariably got lost. One could tread happily in the Holy Cow Dung,
remembering that here things were different. Determinedly fascinated by all that
we saw, Delhi provided more than enough smell, movement, heat, grime and
'bureaucratic helpfulness' to fill the early pages of our diaries.

The walk to Base Camp helped to bring us down to earth. Not for us the
idealized stroll through gentle foothills that my diet of expedition books had led
me to expect. The well ordered progress that I had imagined more accurately
resembled Napoleon's retreat from Moscow. Sympathy was in scarce supply as
the willing victims of two weeks earlier became the unwilling victims of the local
food and drink. Dysentery poleaxed each of us in turn and any spare good nature
was quickly exhausted on our muleteers who had us caught in a primitive but
effective cartel. We stayed each night in local villages, tiny, wooden settlements
that had grown up where the harshness of the landscape momentarily relented to
leave a fertile patch wherein the hardy could scrape an existence. Day by day, the
valleys sucked us in toward 'our' mountain - Agyasol- to all ofus no more than
a name to be found only on the very best of maps.

Our Kipling-quoting Liaison Officer kept his head when all about him were
losing theirs, and clutching his expedition-provided ice-axe he descended from
Base Camp to the village from where we had hired porters for the last lap of our
approach. Leaving us to start the mountain, he was in search ofvarious 'missing'
items that had disappeared at the time of the chaotic, drunken rebellion
concerning the location ofBase Camp. By jnvoking the name and potential wrath
of the Gods, not to mention the more temporal support of the village elders, he
scared and shamed the villagers into depositing the stolen goods outside their
modest village temple (anonymously and under cover of darkness).

The south eastern Kishtwar is a marvellous, rugged and beautiful area. Deep
gorges and valleys hide, to the last, an array of 6000m peaks of spectacular
formation. Summits and valleys alike are largely untainted.

Our objective was achieved after a series of assaults that were more draining
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than technically difficult. But later, as ever, it was a route to dream over.
Spectacular snow ridges and a troublesome rock wall led to a summit, previously
untrodden and large enough for just one, that looked down on almost everything
in every direction as far as the eye could see. It was a thrill that perhaps will never
be completely driven away by the complexities of a more ordinary but not nearly
so bewitching world.

Afterwards, we drifted from the Kishtwar to climb, dodge avalanches and
retreat in Nepal. An adventure is a journey of uncertain conclusion. Ours even
lacked direction. I remember one day in which, with only vague notions as to
ultimate destination, we went from horse-drawn cart, to dilapidated bus, to the
roofofa steam train, to a rickshaw and at dusk across the Holy Ganges in a paddle
steamer. The faint wailings of the faithful drifted across the water as the
simultaneous life-giver and curse of India sank slowly in fiery red and massive
splendour - a momentary glimpse of a more serene land. •

Lying low and warm, lean and hungry, we lay as disreputable residents in a,
Delhi hotel, counting off the days until our return to England. Regular
bureaucratic arguments with everyone who had a hold over us, from muleteers to
rickshaw wallahs and customs officials - just the pure hassle of life in India 
had resulted in that earlier patience and good grace being translated into
pragmatic day-to-day survival technique.

A chorus of abuse and a barrage of double boots greeted one persistent Delhi
Oil M.assage and Ear Cleaners Workers Union member who had been overly keen
to solicit our 'unprejudiced' custom. By absolutely any standards we were a
motley crew. Our summits in India and our attempt in Nepal had tak~n a certain
shine out of our appearance. Before evacuating Base Camp in the Kishtwar our
solemn faced Liaison officer had politely informed us that owing to our
appearance he would try to stay a day ahead of us on the walk out and feign
membership of another group. 'Captain Sahib' had succeeded in terrorizing the
locals en route on the approaching march and wanted nothing to do with anything
that might now undermine his status. What we might envisage as 'Biblical
wildness' was probably just filth.

Our pleasure at returning home after nearly three and a half months in the
mountains of India and Nepal was dampened by the realization that our efforts
were finally over and that just possibly this had been the trip of a life-time.
Certainly, never again could we return to these extraordinary countries in the
same state of innocence, nor was it likely that ever again could we find time
enough to move in such an unhurried manner. Also, there was the humility that
comes from contact with a culture so vast and different from our own. Proud as
we might be of our modest achievements, they were irrelevant to the over
whelming majority of the world's population.

The final sadness was that, for us at least, the world was now just a little less
mystifying, just a little less huge.
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